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Run the Board Game Cafe of your dreams!

From crafting the ultimate game night ambiance to serving up the tastiest snacks for your regulars,

this is your chance to transform a cosy cafe into the go-to spot for tabletop enthusiasts. Will you

create a haven for hardcore gamers, a family-friendly escape, or perhaps a quirky mix of both?

Gather your meeples, unbox your favourite games and get rolling with Board Game Cafe.

Nomad Games are excited to reveal that their next project is Board Game Cafe, a management sim

where players can run their own cafe full of real-life board games. Players will be able to create the

cafe of their dreams, interact with a wide variety of quirky customers and unbox and admire iconic

real-life board games.

In Board Game Cafe, customers play a huge role in the game, as you get to know their favourite

games, their loves and dislikes and watch relationships grow and form day-to-day. Alongside running

and managing their cafe, players can unbox board games, inspect their exquisite components, and

organise them with care. Marvel at the intricate game pieces, beautifully designed boards, and

detailed rulebooks - all lovingly recreated digitally in Board Game Cafe.

“Board Game Cafe is our most ambitious title ever as a studio, combining our experience of working

with digital board games and our history of making 3D simulation titles into an exciting new

experience.” said Thomas Young, Marketing Executive at Nomad Games. “We hope that players look

forward to what we’re trying to build with Board Game Cafe, and we can’t wait for them to check it

out!”

Board Game Cafe is planned to launch into Steam Early Access in 2024.



Social Links

Web: https://www.nomadgames.co.uk/

Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/nomad_games

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/NomadGamesOfficial

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Nomadgames

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/nomad_games/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/NomadGamesLTD/

More information

If you’d like any more information, please contact press@nomadgames.co.uk
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